Introduction Introduction
• Two forms of visual attention: Results and Discussion • Cost of monitoring from different objects increased for dual-task condition when subjects remembered color, but not locations
Experiment 2 Experiment 2
Method • Similar to Experiment 1, except:
• 2 unspeeded responses in object task and memory load reduced to 2 squares • 24 subjects in each WM task
Results and Discussion
• Compared to baseline, decrease in WM performance was larger in dual-task condition when subjects remembered color (object WM) than when subjects remembered locations (spatial WM) • WM performance lower in dual-task different objects condition when subjects remembered color but not locations • Object-based attention interfered with object WM
Conclusions Conclusions
• Loading spatial WM did not affect object-based attention • Object-based attention and object WM shared similar processing resources • Interference might manifest in either object-based attention or object WM depending on task demands 
